The many places, faces and styles of Oxford.

The hopes, dreams and aspirations of Oxford.

Oxford College of Emory University

Remember Yesterday  Live Today  Dream Tomorrow
Yesterday and Tomorrow

As this year’s students arrived on Oxford’s campus, there was a mixture of expressions: sophomores remembering the events of last year and freshmen awaiting the experiences of their first year in college. The students were not the only people wondering about the new year, administration also anxiously pondered about what this school year and its students might have in store for them. Students organized their schedules, registered for their classes, bought their books, and prepared for their classes. In this hectic and excited fashion, Oxford’s school year of 1989-1990 opened.

Top Left: Rob Arnold being closely watched by Martin Echavarria. Top Right: Charles Lollar awaits the fine cuisine at Lil’s. Bottom Left: William Hart in his late night designer thinking cap. Bottom Right: Jo Ellen Haden topped with whipped cream at Fall Festival 1989.
Top Left: Look! Jameel Rahman got a “standing Ovation” at Play Fair.

Far Left: Jan Peters got a kiss from Dooley’s Dolls.
The sophomore life at Oxford marks the final chapter in the two year system known as the “Oxford Experience.” Having extinguished the fear of not making the transition from high school to college, the sophomores must face the reality of choosing a major field of study at the university level. This year is a time when we share many of the college events and traditions with the freshman class. Although it marks the end of our life at Oxford, we are sustained by the friendships that brought the sophomores together.

Top Right: The Four Musketeers take time out to pose for a picture. Bottom: Easter came early for Blair Jennings. Bottom Right: BSA selling “legal” cocktails.

Above: Aw... how cute! Hank Bostwick and Sherri Sims at Fall Formal.

Above Right: Kim Wallace and Manoj Menon savor the moment at COE’s band party. Below: Kristi Harper and friends join up.
The year began with new life entering Oxford’s gate. Freshmen arrived full of hopes and expectations. Orientation started off by meeting future friends and making a gloomy room as fresh and new as possible. The days that followed were full of socials and late nights in the dorm. Play Fair brought the halls together for some crazy activities. By the time the sophomores arrived, the freshmen felt like they were a part of Oxford, and welcomed the challenge of learning more new names.
Dean Murdy

Dean William H. Murdy, Dean and Executive Officer of Oxford College, has been here at Oxford for many years. He has shared his views and feelings about the changes Oxford has undergone.

“We have had two good recruiting years in a row and the overall quality of the students here at Oxford has improved over this period of time. The leadership of Oxford’s student government and its clubs has improved tremendously over that of last year. I feel that under the new Assistant Dean of Campus Life, Joe Moon, and Campus Life itself, Oxford’s campus atmosphere is getting better and better. The academic curriculum at Oxford has become more rigorous and challenging. Oxford College has inherent qualities about its curriculum and its social life, as well.

I look forward to a continuation is the positive momentum in curricular and extracurricular activities on the Oxford campus. I feel that Oxford College is moving forward in the most positive way.”
Academic Life
Above: Even Dr. Stave takes notes during class. Below: Dr. Brownlee Waschek lectures his Art 102 class.
Above: Dr. Hoyt Oliver, Dr. Matthew Morris, Dr. Gretchen Shultz, Dr. Holly Stave, Dr. Clark Lemons

Not Pictured: Dr. William Sullivan.
Natural Sciences

Row 1: Ms. Theodosia Wade, Mr. Andrew Autry, Ms. Susan Riner, Dr. Stephen Henderson, Ms. Dorothy Swain, Ms. Jan Smith, Dr. Myra Land, Dr. Reza Saadein. Row 2: Dr. Joel Fowler, Dr. Lloyd Parker, Dr. William Baird, Dr. Homer Sharp, Jr., Dr. Evelyn Bailey, Dr. Eloise Carter, Dr. Edward Bailey. Not Pictured: Ms. Mary Cohen, Dr. William McKibben, Dr. Monica Ali.
Dr. Autry helps a dedicated student to discover the magic of chemistry.

Dr. Bailey hard at work.
Social Science

L to R: Mr. Theodore Davis, Mr. Michael McQuaide, Dr. Ina Jane Wundrum, Dr. Neil Penn, Dr. Patty Owen-Smith, Dr. William Shapiro. Not Pictured: Mr. Edward Shoemaker, Dr. Sharon Lewis.
Dr. Lewis lecturing to her Psychology 100 class.

Dr. McQuaide inspiring his Sociology class.

Dr. Linville explains philosophy to a student.
Physical Education

Left to Right: Dr. Judy Greer, Dr. Penny England, Mr. Tony Harris, Mr. Jodi Davis, Ms. Jude Futral, Dr. Richard Shappell.
Upper Left: Joel masters his backhand. Above: Students learning to vertical float. Right: Students learning many different drown proofing techniques.
Oxford Studies

There are some things everyone at Oxford College has to do: eat at Lil’s, take English 110, History, and swimming. And there’s something no one has to take, but 93% of the students sign up for each semester: OXFORD STUDIES!

Some reasons why Oxford Studies is so popular might be: the wit of the director, interesting topics, credit for volunteer work, an easy “A,” or four hours credit to make up for a dropped course. Whatever the reasons, Oxford Studies is a success. The two topics for this year were: “Fun: Comedy, Play, and Humor” and “Ecology and Environment.”

Oxford Studies is unique to our campus, and is one way we show our commitment to a liberal arts education that tries to pull together the many academic disciplines and relate them to enduring human values.
Oxford Chorale

The Oxford Chorale is a performing vocal organization made up of over fifty students, faculty, and staff of Oxford College. Students may participate for credit (1 hr.) or as non-credit members. The Chorale performs public concerts for many occasions on campus: the annual Christmas, Spring, and Oxford Day concerts, and an Allen Memorial Church concert each semester. In December the Chorale performed in Milledgeville and plans other off-campus concerts.

The repertoire includes great art compositions, folk songs, and other sacred and secular music. All members of the Oxford College community are invited to participate. Dr. Brownlee Waschek, Director.
Clockwise: Dean Joe Moon, Dr. Holly Stave, Tina Kim, Julie Maschinot, Isez Sanchez, and guests.

The food was actually good!

Smile for the camera.

We’re having fun!!!
Are we ready for this art?

Oxford offers students the opportunity to participate in many fun yet educational trips. Left: Tom Matthews and Arthur Diefenbach on the scuba trip. Below: Students visit England.
Ecuador

Ecuador is a third world sovereign democratic republic. Students may take a course in which they travel to Ecuador over interim break. Several of the cities that were visited on the last trip were Quito, Banos, Ambato, Quayaquil, Lago Agrio, and Otavalo.

Right: Tom Matthews and Dr. Warburton. Bottom: The group of students that went to Ecuador over 1989 Interim Break.
Upper Left: Sheri Sims receiving beads from a group of Ecuadorian children. Above: Several of the students on the return part of the trip. Left: Tom Matthews with a vendor and some shoppers.
“Social Problems in Contemporary Society” is a course that introduces the student to certain sides of life that, unattractive as they may be, are a relevant and pervading part of our world.
Several scenes in a drug bust that was observed by the students in Social Problems.
Campus Life
Dean Joe Moon, the Assistant Dean of Campus Life, has been at Oxford for the past two years. He has been working to learn and get to know the students, the traditions, and the “ways” of Oxford College. He shared his views of the changes he has seen and felt here at Oxford these two years.

“I have found that the students this year are much more cooperative with me and Campus Life. There is less of an antagonistic approach in dealing with the “administration.” The students are doing more constructive things to help better themselves, others and the world. I have seen a change in the way clubs on campus handle themselves and their relationships with other clubs. These clubs are an important part of Oxford’s social atmosphere and that is an important part of the campus. Oxford College has numerous good qualities and I would like to see many more grow and develop. I would especially like to see more community services and services that would bring the faculty and staff together with the students.

I stress Oxford’s “specialness” is tied into a mutual vision of community binding all those who are here and those who have gone together. We must work together to make Oxford better and better. That’s what I and Campus Life are all about.”
Right: Campus Life
Below: James Hanna, Director of Development.

Above: William P. McKibben, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs.

Development Secretaries: Marvelyn Bankston, Mellie Davis.

Dean’s Secretary: Sheilah Conner

Top Left: Mary Cohen, Registrar. Top Right: Registrars Office; Odessa Evens, Ann Carthledge.

Receptionists: Betty Dunn, Muree Geiger.


Bookstore: Kathy Allen, Janice Carter, Manager.
Student Health Services: Ronda Shif, Stephanie Izust, Psychologists; Gene Wykoff, Secretary; Rosemary Kriner, Director.

Cleaning Services: Hugh Patterson.

Physical Plant: Arthur Jeffries, Bogy Payne, Al Mitchell, Gene Davis, Director; Drake Sammons, Gene Heard.

Security: Jim East
Social Life
Above: Hatel, Amy, Jenny, Laura, Juan, and Ibwell party at the Dooley’s Doll’s party.

Below: Social Life in the 90's?! No, it's only the Madrigal Dinner.

Above: Three close friends pose at Fall Formal.

Below: Patsy is telling Sandi that he's done too much socializing.
Orientation

Orientation was a great time for freshmen to make new friends as well as meet the Oxford Faculty.

Right: Vince King introduces himself to new students at an afternoon watermelon party. Below: The Play Fair was a great opportunity to meet new people while playing “crazy” games. Lower Left: S.G.A. performed a skit which let the students see them in a different way!
Fall Festival

Various clubs participated in Fall Festival by sponsoring different booths. Right: Partha Datta enjoyed the food and the fun at Fall Festival. Lower Left: Winning a “Legal” pet was a favorite booth of all students. Bottom: Students made a variety of tie-dye clothing.
The Drama Guild has as its goal the promotion of theater activities on campus by and for students. Each year it sponsors two major plays, occasional one act plays, and its works closely with the Improv group performances at events such as visitation day. The Drama Guild also participates in fall festival and other all-campus club events. This fall the Drama Guild produced The Lesson, the Hot L. Baltimore, and The Red Lamp, a student directed play. In the spring it produced The Rivals another student one-act play.
Top Left: Rob Cavanaugh and Steve Burnham working in front of Phi Gamma. Top Right: Julie Abbott practices her lines. Bottom Left: A scene from Hot L Baltimore. Bottom Right: Brian Burton and Dr. Clark Lemons discuss a scene.
Fall formal this year was held at the Peachtree Plaza Hotel in downtown Atlanta.

Above: Jessica Smith, Allison Thornton, Collin Shafer, Shyla Ruffer.
Right: Jane Maxie, Vandy Ackerman.
Top: Sherri Sims and Hank Bostwick kicking up their heels at Dooley’s Dolls Dance. Bottom: Laura Nelson hugs Patrick Gilbert at Black and White Dance.
The Spirit

Here he comes

Dooley must be protected!!!

He's back for the attack.
Dooley rests peacefully!

Bodyguards respectfully protect Dooley. Bodyguards Johnny Lee, Bill Ragsdale, Geoff Watson, Jeff DeGracia, Evan McCaig, Mark Mintmire, Tom Mathews. Spokesman Chad Grady
Madrigal Dinner Upper Left: The Banquet Table. Left: Dr. Waschek, Anne O’rourke, Dr. Bailey. Right: Dean Moon at his best.
Dorm Life
Guest Lobby/Annex

Left to Right: Serena Lund, Allison Thorton, Becky Tout, Stephanie Cook, Jo Ellen Haden, Kathrine Yancey, Tracy Nuntey.
Bonnell

Student Life
Getting in the “Oxford Spirit.”

Working on that “Oxford Education.”

Just a little “Oxford Talent.”

Leisure time on the QUAD!!
ADDYMAN-COCHRAN

Addyman, Sue
Alexander, Matt
Amar, Tamar
Ansari, Chris

Apfel, Meh
Archer, Edie
Azel, Dan
Bain, Rod
Barlow, Eric
Bauman Andrea

Beavers, Michael
Bloom, Ashley
Bobo, Sherri
Bostwick II, Henry
Bostick, Deitrich
Bowers, Jeff

Bracey, Julie
Brantley, Brett
Bridges, Lee
Bryan, Erica
Burdette, Christy
Burnsed, Mark

Carrier, William
Carroll, Graham
Cartwright, Wendy
Chayavadhanangkur,
Crystal
Cleveland, Tiffany
Cochran, Webb
COMMUTERS

ANDERSON-PARRISH

Cleland, Carolyn
Cook, Stephanie
DeGracia, Jeffrey
Eickhoff, Kim
Egli, Anne
Evans, Greg

Fiedler, Terri
Gardner, Kristen
Garner, Scott
Gerard, Robert
Gilbert, Stephen
Godat, Mitchel

Goff, Chandler
Grable, Lloyd
Greene, O.J.
Halsema, Geoff
Hildebrand, Nikki
Hughes, Mary

Hutchins, David
Hutter, Angie
Ivie, Jennifer
Juergensmeyer, Erik
Kelley, Matthew
Lagus, Krista

Anderson, Tina
Baer, Donald
Bower, David
Byers, Blaine
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PETERSON-VORDERBURG

Robertson, Kimberly
Rogers, Jonathan
Rowland, William
Henry
Sanchez, Isel
Shafer, Colin
Smith, Gordon

Smith, Ty
Street, Elizabeth
Sullivan, Liz
Walters, Christy
Walters, David
Wansley, Jay

Williamson, Timothy
Vasconez, Rachel
Vorderburg, Candy

Peterson, Chris
Poston, David
Price, Kris
Rivers, Maggie

Picture Not Available
Oxford’s Class of 1990
ABBOTT-DREYER

Ananthasane, Sengsourivanh
Anderson, Monique
Appel, Bradley
Armstrong, Heather
Barnett, Amy
Barreau, Annette

Bedell, Glenn
Bento, Loretta
Benton, Jeffrey
Berman, Margaret
Blake, Lisa
Boros, Robert

Bourne, Julie
Bowles, Tracey
Britt, Lynda
Brock, Jessica
Brown, Alisa
Brown, Kristin

Brown Jr., James
Bush, Deirdre
Bush, John
Callaway, Karen
Carter, Shawn
Cavanaugh, Robert
Club Life
SGA stands for the Student Government Association. These students are elected by the student body and are responsible for representing the needs and desires of the student body in front of the administration. The members are:

**Row 1:** Tom Mathews, Terry Elam, Nancy Lord, Leanne Embry, David Poston, Kim Robertson, Menaj Menon, and Katherine Yancey.

**Row 2:** Paul Higbee, Jr., Catherine Walsh, Stephen Gilbert, Christie Walters, Allison Thornton, Kim Wallace.

**Row 3:** Hubert Normille III, George Zourzoukis, David McComb, John Goff, Adam Silverman, Kara Demostene, Megan Brewer, Susan Conrad.

---

SAC stands for Social Activities Committee. This organization is responsible for the organization of social activities on Oxford’s campus. The two main events are Fall and Spring formal.

The members are:

**Row 1:** Debbie White, Andrea Bauman, Crystal Chayavadhanangkur, Jessica Brock, Kalpana Oommen, Regina Gray.

**Row 2:** Julie Windolph, Jan Peters, Ann O'Rourke, Julie Rusk, Susan Conrad, Laura Nelson, Patrick Gilbert, Bonnie Boone, Dana Shinn, Al Dollar.

**Row 3:** Lesli Habans, Zack Martin, Maria Johnston, Jenny Greene, Laura Stepp, Nancy Lord, Casi Guess, Cathy Walsh, Gray Henke, JoEllen Haden, Jennifer McKie, Ari Fisher.
CAC

CAC stands for the Cultural Activities Committee. This committee is responsible for the various activities on campus. This past year, CAC held the Madrigal Dinner, with all the splendor of the medieval period. The members are: **Front**: Tiffany Cleveland, Ansley Yeoman. **Row 2**: Maggie Rivers, Tina Pryor, Sheri Wells, Lorri Gay, Tracy Nunley, Teresa Thompson, Amy Barnett. **Row 3**: Rod Bain, Joe Veneracion, River Waits.

ICC

ICC stands for the Inter Club Council. This council is responsible for the unification of all clubs on the Oxford campus. This council tries to bind all the clubs and make them more aware of the other clubs. The members of the club are: **Front**: William Ragsdale. **Row 1**: Nancy Lord, Andrea Bauman, Crystal Chayavadhanangkur, Cathy Perry, Laura Nelson, Jenn Vicknair, Allison Thornton. **Row 2**: Hank Bostwick II, Kim Wallace, Manoj Menon, Mitch Godat, Chad Graddy. **Row 3**: David Lingle, Otis Greene III.
The Conduct Council consists of students, elected by the student body. The Council tries to promote the honor system as well as honorable behavior throughout the campus.

**Front Row:** Sarah Collins, Angie Hutter, Charlene Nigaglioni, Christie Walters. **Back Row:** Hank Bostwick, Manoj Menon, Dr. Lloyd Parker, Dr. Kent Linville, Mr. Theodore Davis.
The Honor Council consists of a chairperson, five members and two alternates. The students must maintain a grade point average of at least 2.0 and must not be on academic or honor probation. Honor Council's two duties are to promote a higher academic and judicial integrity and to hear all cases involving a breach in the Honor Code.
International Students


I.S.O. is a group of students with different nationalities and foreign ancestry. It sponsors cultural affairs and works with the Emory International Student Association in educating students about different cultures and International affairs.
A.E.U. is a scholastic organization that promotes high academic and scholastic attainment. It requires a 3.5 grade point average after two semesters and a 3.33 grade point average after completing three or more semesters.
Phi Theta Kappa is an organization which promotes scholastic and academic excellence and provides students with an opportunity to advance their academic pursuits. Phi Theta Kappa has assisted other clubs with the Madrigal dinner and has sponsored study breaks during the “killer” week of finals. At the end of each year, all Phi Theta Kappa members and the exceptional professors are recognized at a banquet given to honor them.
Mu Epsilon Delta is made of students interested in participating in activities that provide insight into the health science professions. The requirements for being in Mu Epsilon Delta are a 2.5 grade point average and the willingness to learn.
College Bowl is an intercollegiate academic sport. College Bowl is a way in which students show what they know and learn what they do not. The club is open to all students who want to play the game without the competition.

Top Row: Joe Veneracion, Jameel Rahman, David Spector. Middle Row: Adam Silverman, Dana Nordmeyer, Dr. Lloyd Parker. Bottom Row: Dr. Gretchen Schulz, John Bain, Dennis McAllister.
THE FIRM


The Firm is the pre-law club of Oxford College. The club provides students with information about the law and legal professions. The firm sponsors guest speakers and arranges for students to sit in during classes at the Emory Law School.
The Oxford Business Club is for students interested in a business major/minor. The club sponsors guest speakers and meetings with Emory Business School personnel about continuing on to business school.

Rotaract is a service organization on campus open to all students. It operates in conjunction with the International Rotary Club.

Clockwise: Jennifer McKie, Michael Beavers, Geoff Haljema, Jodi Comrie, J. J. Fagen, Graham Carroll, Manoj Menon, George Zourzoukis, David Poston, Colin Shafer, Cathy Walsh, Carla Croft, Mitch Godat, Josh Wittenberg.
Dooley’s Dolls is a service and social club consisting of only Sophomores. The club organizes events dealing with Dooley. The club also is involved with service activities for the community.
C.O.E. is a club that does both social and service activities for the students and community. It serves to build character and leadership abilities. It is open to all students with good academic standing and who exhibit good character.
Les Belles Amies is a service and social club. The club stresses social involvement in hopes of creating bonds of friendship among the student body.
Kappa Omega is open to all male students at Oxford who maintain a grade point average of 2.0. Members experience leadership and service to the community as well as enhance the social atmosphere of the campus.
IAC works in conjunction with the athletic department to provide leadership and programming for the intramural activities.
The Spokesman is the Oxford College Newspaper, which attempts to address both campus and world issues. The Spokesman allows students to hone their journalistic skills and express themselves to their peers. Opinions, attitudes, and articles are welcome from all students.

Sire is a service club dedicated to the study of environmental issues. The organization’s goal is to raise the level of awareness among Oxford students regarding economic, governmental and social policy that effects the earth’s ecology.
All religions and denominations are welcome to take part in Oxford Fellowship. Oxford Fellowship provides a chance for fellowship with religion included.
Alcohol and Drug Education Committee


ADEC purpose is to inform the students about the responsibilities of drinking and using drugs. It does not tell the students to stop alcohol and drug use. It only gives them alternatives.
Left to Right, 1st Row: Lynda Malanska, Kristen Brown, Lori Gambell. 2nd Row: Dana Normyer, Mardi Berman, Rachel Vascone, Lynn Gonzalez.
Phi Gamma Literary Society

Phi Gamma Literary Society is an organization open to, not only English majors, but anyone who enjoys to write. The club meets once a week to review any work done by the members. There are also poetry readings held to present the members’ work.
The purpose of the Young Republicans is to promote a commitment towards the ideals and values set by the Republican party.
The purpose of BSA is to form unity among the black students and to inform the student body about black history and people. BSA sponsors many functions held on the campus, especially dealing with black history.

JEWISH STUDENT UNION


The Jewish Student Union insures students access to Jewish services as well as promotes Jewish ideals on campus. Membership is open to all students.
Oxford College of Emory University

Presents

Who's Who in American Junior Colleges

Andrea Bauman  Nikki Hildebran
Dee Bostick  Nancy Lord
Hank Bostwick  Shannon McElroy
Meggan Brewer  Manoj Menon
Graham Carroll  Patty O'Dwyer
Crystal Chayavdhanangkur  David Poston
Carloyn Cleland  Angela Ruhlman
Susan Conrad  Colin Shafer
Jason Crane  Adam Silverman
Jennifer Davis  Allison Thornton
Leanne Embry  Joe Veneracion
Denise Hafford  Christie Walters
P. J. Higbee

Cathy Perry enjoys the C.O.E. party.
Araba Dowell and Jignasha Amin, enjoy dorm life.

Carolyn Cleland in her lazy days at Oxford.

Monique...western from the post of

Above: Cary and Art on this year's Fall semester scuba trip.

Above: Sage and Araba smile for the camera.

Below: Oxford's first soccer team in two years. Way to go!

Below: Bill, studying again?!
Oxford Autographs
Oxford Autographs
Oxford Autographs
Left to Right: Terry Elam, Adrea Santimauro, Crystal Chayavadhanangkur, Andrea Bauman, Beth Young, Shanon Beasley, Elizabeth Brooks.

Crystal hard at work.
Andrea always busy.

The staff is all smiles.

The wonderful Editors.
Memory Staff:

Andrea Bauman — Co-Editor
Crystal Chayavadhanangkur — Co-Editor
Sharon Beasly — Photographer
Elizabeth Brooks — Staff
Carmen Fermo — Staff
Shelly Grooms — Staff
Tom Matthews — Photographer
Ellie Pak — Staff
David Sabo — Photographer
Adrea Santimauro — Staff
Gerrard Young — Taylor Publishing Representative
Andrea & Crystal

Oxford College has been a special place for us. We have learned about ourselves and about others. Again and again we wonder what the future has in store for us, but we know that only Time can answer these questions. When we arrived on the Oxford campus, we had to make new friends and learn new ropes. As time has passed we have come to realize how important these friendships that we made are to our lives. During the two years here at Oxford these friendships pulled us through “all-nighters,” tests, exams, and the ever popular “HELL WEEKS.” Without these friendships, one of those nights would have sent us packing home. Oxford is a hard school and the stress from the academics is not to be underestimated.

If Oxford College has given us anything more than good educations, then it is the numerous friendships that were formed here. These are the ties and pulleys that will help sustain us through eternity.

THANKS TO EVERYONE HERE AT OXFORD PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE. MAY YOUR WONDERFUL YEARS AT OXFORD NEVER BE FORGOTTEN.

Remember Yesterday, Live Today, Dream Tomorrow

Andrea Bauman and Crystal Chayavadhanangkur